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The Transect 

The Transect: A model based on nature.  

 

 

 

Rural--------------------------------> Urban 



T-1 Natural Zone consists of lands 

approximating or reverting to a wilderness 

condition, including lands unsuitable for 

settlement due to topography, hydrology or 

vegetation. 

T1 Natural Zones 



T1 Natural Zones 

 



T2 Rural Zone 

T-2 Rural Zone consists of sparsely 

settled lands in open or cultivated 

states. These include woodland, 

agricultural land, grassland, and hill 

country. Typical buildings are 

farmhouses, agricultural buildings, 

cabins, and villas 



T2 Rural Zone 



T-3 Sub-Urban Zone consists of low density 

walkable residential areas, adjacent to higher 

zones that have some mixed use. Home 

occupations and outbuildings are allowed. 

Planting is naturalistic and setbacks are relatively 

deep. Blocks may be large and thoroughfares 

irregular to accommodate natural conditions, but 

designed for slow movement. 

T3 Sub-Urban Zone 



T3 Sub-Urban Zone 



T3 Sub-Urban Zone 



T3 Sub-Urban Zone 





T-4 General Urban Zone consists of a mixed 

use but primarily residential urban fabric. It 

may have a wide range of building types: 

single, sideyard, and rowhouses. Setbacks 

and landscaping are variable. Streets with 

curbs and sidewalks and medium-sized 

blocks. 

T4 General Urban 



T4 General Urban 



T4 General Urban 





T5 Urban Center Zone 

T-5 Urban Center Zone consists of higher 

density mixed use buildings that 

accommodate retail, offices, rowhouses 

and apartments. It has a tight network of 

streets, with wide sidewalks, regularly 

spaced street tree plantings and buildings 

set close to the sidewalks. 



T5 Urban Center Zone 



T5 Urban Center Zone 





T6 Urban Core Zone 

T6 Urban Core Zone consists of the highest 

density and height, with the greatest variety of 

uses, and civic buildings of regional 

importance. It may have larger blocks; streets 

have steady street tree planting and buildings 

set close to the wide sidewalks. 



T6 Urban Core Zone 





Summary of Post-It Note Comments on 

Transect Matrix Boards 

  

 
Setbacks 

Too small, limit 

potential on small 

sites 

Right size, allows for 

stormwater less 

impervious cover 

Defer to 

neighborhood plans 

Relate to topography 

Density in central Austin 

neighborhoods 

No zones below T4 

Allow tri/quadplexes 

in all central 

neighborhoods 

 



Summary of Post-It Note Comments 

on Transect Matrix Boards 

  

 
More opportunities for 

rowhouses 

Allow smaller lots 

Allow rowhouses in 

T3 

Allow in T4NM 

Keep minimum lot 

size at 5,750, esp. in 

flood zones 

Impervious Cover/ 

Stormwater 

Management 

Need more pervious 

ground to handle 

flooding 

Allow exceptions to IC 

requirement if 100% 

of stormwater is 

handled on site 

 



Impervious Cover 

Continued  

Eliminate IC 

requirements, focus 

instead on runoff and 

water quality 

Encourage creative on-

site solutions for 

stormwater 

management 

Height for compatibility 

Current proposed zones 

don’t allow enough 

density 

How will city implement 

mapping? 

 

Summary of Post-It Note Comments on 

Transect Matrix Boards 

  

 



Summary of Post-It Note Comments on 

Transect Matrix Boards 

  

 
Parking 

Car sharing spaces? 

Bicycle spaces 

Need more car 

parking/Need less car 

parking 

Remove minimums, 

introduce maximums 

Remove minimums, 

allow market to 

decide 

Put parking in 

rear 

Accommodate 

needs of families 

 


